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Abstract

Finite subtype inference occupies a middle ground between Hindley–Milner-type inference (as
in ML) and subtype inference with recursively constrained types. It refers to subtype inference
where only �nite types are allowed as solutions. This approach avoids some open problems with
general subtype inference, and has practical motivation where recursively constrained types are
not appropriate. This paper presents algorithms for �nite subtype inference, including checking
for entailment of inferred types against explicitly declared polymorphic types. This resolves for
�nite types a problem that is still open for recursively constrained types. Some motivation for this
work, particularly for �nite types and explicit polymorphism, is in providing subtype inference
for �rst-class container objects with polymorphic methods. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Type inference is the process of statically type-checking a program where some or
all of the type information has been omitted from the program text. ML and Haskell
are examples of programming languages where type inference has been a spectacular
success. The particular avor of type inference used by ML and Haskell is Hindley–
Milner-type inference [17]. The type-checker accumulates equality constraints via a
tree walk of the abstract syntax tree, and then uses a uni�cation algorithm to compute
a (most general) unifying substitution for these constraints.
More recently, attention has been focused on subtype inference [2,3,7,20,23,29].

With this work, the type-checker accumulates subtype constraints while traversing the
abstract syntax tree, and then applies a constraint solver to check these constraints for
consistency. Pottier [23] and Smith and Trifonov [29] have considered the problem of
entailment in these type systems, which is important for example in interface matching.
Subtype inference continues to be an important avenue of research, particularly in
simplifying inferred types to make them practically useful.
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Hindley–Milner-type inference and subtype inference represent two extremes in the
type inference continuum:

Hindley–Milner Finite subtype Subtype
Equality Subtyping Subtyping
Finite types Finite types In�nite types
Inferred monotypes Inferred monotypes Inferred monotypes

Inferred polytypes
{
Inferred polytypes
Speci�ed polytypes∗

}
Inferred polytypes

Between these two extremes, there is an intermediate point: �nite subtype inference.
While this alternative allows subtyping and type subsumption, it does not assume that
types are potentially in�nite trees (as with the most recent work on subtype inference).
Why should we consider subtype inference with �nite types? It is worth recalling

why ML, for example, does not allow circular types (types as potentially in�nite trees).
The problem was pointed out by Solomon [28]: the problem of deciding the equality of
parameterized recursive types is equivalent to the problem of deciding the equality of
deterministic context-free languages (DCFLs). Although this problem has recently been
shown to be decidable [25], it is not clear if an e�cient algorithm for checking this
equivalence is possible. This problem is avoided in ML-type inference by making the
folding and unfolding of recursive types explicit (using data constructors and pattern
matching, respectively), so that circular types are not needed.
A motivation for in�nite types in subtype inference is to support objects with recur-

sive interfaces. However, the problem discovered by Solomon also holds for recursive
interfaces for container objects. Consider, for example, a set object with interface:

set(�) = {map : ∀�:(�→ �)→ set(�),
product : ∀�:set(�)→ set(� ∗ �),
power : ∀�:unit → set(set(�))}

All of the methods in this interface are examples of non-regular recursion in the
object interface. In another paper [5], we consider an object design for languages
with type inference that avoids this problem. The approach there is to again make
the folding and unfolding of recursive object interfaces explicit, in object creation and
method invocation, respectively.
Structural subtyping refers to subtype systems where the only subtype relation is

between atomic types, and types in the subtype relation have a common tree struc-
ture. Early work on subtype inference considered structural subtyping with �nite types
[9,15,18]. However there are non-trivial di�erences between �nite subtype inference
with structural subtyping and with record containment. For example even checking for
�niteness is markedly di�erent, as elaborated upon in Section 5.
Another design point is whether polymorphic types should be inferred or speci�ed.

All of the work so far assumes that polymorphic types are inferred. The disadvantage
of these approaches is that the inferred types are large and complex, diminishing their
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practical usefulness, despite recent work on simplifying inferred types [7,23,29]. One
way to avoid this problem is to require that the programmer provide explicit interfaces
for polymorphic functions. This approach introduces fresh technical complications of
its own. In Hindley–Milner-type inference, mixed-pre�x uni�cation has been used to
control scoping of type variables with explicit polymorphic-type declarations (an idea
originally used by Leroy and Mauny [14], and subsequently by Odersky and L�aufer
[19]). In this paper we extend subtype inference with constraint-solving under a mixed
pre�x, in order to support subtype inference with explicit polymorphism.
Explicit polymorphism also derives motivation from our work on container objects

with recursive interfaces [5]. We avoid the problems with �rst-class polymorphism in
Hindley–Milner-type inference, by requiring explicit-type speci�cations on polymorphic
methods. This is similar to the use of universal types to incorporate impredicativity
into Hindley–Milner-type inference [12,19,24], but tied to the object system instead of
to datatypes (again because we are concerned with container objects with polymorphic
methods).
Even if we are not concerned with polymorphic methods, explicit polymorphism

may be required if we wish to provide a type-checking algorithm for some of the
object-type systems considered by Abadi and Cardelli [1]. For example, Abadi and
Cardelli [1, Section 16:2] consider a type system with primitive covariant self types,
incorporating a type rule for method update that requires that the new method de�nition
be parametric in the type of self (the type of self is a type parameter constrained by
the object interface).
Explicit polymorphism requires that it be possible to check for entailment of inferred

types from declared types. For in�nite types this is problematic. Although incomplete
algorithms have been published [23,29], the decidability of entailment remains open
[29]. Heinglein and Rehof [10,11] prove that there are entailment problems that may be
as hard for �nite trees as for in�nite trees in the presence of non-structural order with ⊥
and >; this happens intuitively because �nite trees ordered non-structurally can be used
to approximate in�nite trees arbitrarily. In this paper we demonstrate that entailment is
decidable for a particular variant of �nite subtyping, giving further motivation for our
approach.
Our type system incorporates non-structural subtyping, because it includes record

containment. However, we deliberately omit the > and ⊥ types, the supertype of all
types and the subtype of all types, respectively. This is in contrast with the aforesaid
work [23,29]. Our motivation for this is that we obtain a �ne-grained-type system
that ags-type errors consistently with Hindley–Milner-type inference. Matters change
markedly if we add > to the type system, consider for example:

if true then (�x :x) else 3

With the > type, there is no static-type error here. On the other hand, the absence
of > and ⊥ does lead to some complications in the constraint-checking algorithms.
Our algorithms are not immediately applicable to a type system with > and ⊥. For
example the constraints {�6(� ∗ �); �6�} are �nitely satis�able (instantiate � to ⊥).
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Palsberg et al. [21] consider the problem of constraint-solving (checking for consistency
and �niteness) for a type system with > and ⊥ and structural subtyping, while Palsberg
[20] considers how these algorithms can be generalized to non-structural subtyping.
The following table summarizes the relationship between this work and that of others
(further comparison is provided in Section 9):

Mitchell ST Pottier PWO Sequeiera This
[18] [29] [23] [21] [26] Paper

Finite subtyping
√ √ √ √

>;⊥ types
√ √ √

Universal types
√ √

Non-struct subtyping
√ √ √ √

Section 2 introduces our type system. We do not overburden the paper with any
details of the object system mentioned earlier [5], but present a familiar ML-like lan-
guage with record-based subtyping and explicit polymorphism. Section 4 provides the
type inference algorithm. Section 4 provides algorithms for checking consistency and
entailment; these algorithms must be de�ned mutually recursively. Section 5 consid-
ers the check for �nite solutions; perhaps surprisingly, this check must be done af-
ter consistency and entailment checking. Section 6 considers the use of mixed pre�x
constraint-solving to check that there are well-scoped solutions. Section 7 considers the
soundness and completeness of type inference.
Section 8 considers a semantic notion of entailment between constrained polymorphic

types. The applicability of this approach is in interface matching in module systems.
This section demonstrates that our algorithms are complete decision procedures for de-
ducing entailment for subtype constraints over �nite types. Finally, Section 9 considers
further related work and provides conclusions.

2. Type system

The mini-language we consider is a language with functions, pairs and records. Sub-
typing is based on containment between record types. This is extended contravariantly
to function types and covariantly to product types. Polymorphic types allow quanti�ed
type variables to be constrained by upper bounds. We use ∀�n6�n:� generically for
a sequence of quanti�ers where all, none or some of the variables may have upper
bounds.

� ∈ Simple Type ::= � | int | �1 → �2 | �1 ∗ �2 | {l1 : �1; : : : ; ln : �n}
� ∈ Poly Type ::= ∀�:� | ∀�6�:� | �

e ∈ Exp ::= x | �x:e | (e1 e2) | (e1; e2) | fst e | snd e |
let x : � = e1 in e2 | {l1 = e1; : : : ; ln = en} | e:l

As noted in the previous section, our type system does not have a > or a ⊥ type.
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Fig. 1. Type rules.

The type rules are speci�ed in Fig. 1 using judgements of the form �;A ` e : �. The
context A is a sequence of program variable bindings (x : �), while � is a sequence
of type variable bindings ((�6�), or just � where there is no upper bound speci�ed
in a type annotation). The VAR rule includes the case where n = 0 and the type of x
is a simple type �. The type rules include a type subsumption rule SUB; the subtype
rules are provided in Fig. 2.
The main construct of interest is the let construct. This allows generalization of

types to polymorphic types, but requires an explicit-type annotation. This is demon-
strated by the LET-type rule in Fig. 1. It is also possible to de�ne a monomorphic
version of the let, that does not require a type annotation:

(letmono x = e1 in e2) ≡ (�x:e2) e1:

A type (tree) can be considered as a pre�x-closed partial function from paths � to
types (subterms). Paths are sequences from the alphabet {d; r; f; s} ∪ FieldName. d
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Fig. 2. Subtype rules.

and r denote the domain and range, respectively, of a function type, while f and
s denote the �rst and second component types, respectively, of a product type.
dom(�) = {�|�(�) is de�ned}. The subtree at � ∈ dom(�) is the function �′ 7→ �(��′).
A tree � is �nite if dom(�) is �nite, and in�nite otherwise.
An assignment � on V ⊆TyVar is a total function mapping-type variables in V to

types. It is homomorphically extended to simple types � with FV (�)⊆V : �(int) =
int, �(�1 → �2) = �(�1)→ �(�2), �(�1 ∗ �2) = �(�1) ∗ �(�2), �({l1 : �1; : : : ; ln : �n}) =
{l1 : �(�1); : : : ; ln : �(�n)}. We denote composition of assignments by juxtaposition:
�′�(�) = �′(�(�)).

3. Type inference

The type inference algorithm is provided in Fig. 3. It uses judgements of the form
Q;A ` e : � with Q′; C. Q and Q′ are quanti�er pre�xes, while C is a constraint set,
described by

Q ::= � | ∃� | ∀� | ∀�6� | Q1:Q2

C ::= {} | {�16�2} | C1 ∪ C2

The quanti�er pre�x records “exible” (existential) and “rigid” (universal) variables in-
troduced during type inference, while the relative ordering records the scope of the type
variables (existential � can be instantiated to a type containing universal � only if � is
quanti�ed to the left of � in the quanti�er pre�x). To be well formed, the concatenation
of quanti�er pre�xes Q1:Q2 requires that the variables bound in the quanti�er pre�xes
Q1 and Q2 are distinct. De�ne EV (Q) = {� | (∃�) ∈ Q} and UV (Q) = {� | (∀�) ∈ Q
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Fig. 3. Type inference.

or (∀�6�) ∈ Q}, then the condition is
Q1:Q2 is well-formed if (EV (Q1) ∪UV (Q1)) ∩ (EV (Q2) ∪UV (Q2)) = {}:

The inputs to the algorithm are Q, A and e. The outputs are the inferred type �, a
set of constraints C constraining instantiations of A and �, and an extension Q′ of the
quanti�er pre�x Q. While type constraints C are percolated upward from the leaves
to the root of an execution of the type inference algorithm, the quanti�er pre�x Q is
threaded through the execution of the algorithm in a depth-�rst manner (and therefore
�xes the order of execution of the algorithm). One reason for this is to ensure that
any new variables introduced during type inference are unique, another reason is to
maintain the relative order of existential and universal variables (which is important
for scoping of type variables).
We will need to reason about satisfying substitutions for constraints under a mixed

pre�x. We use the following technical device (introduced by Duggan [6], and extending
the uni�cation logic originally introduced by Miller [16]):

De�nition 1 (Constraint logic with substitutions). A term F of the constraint
logic is a pair QC where Q is a quanti�er pre�x, and where C is a set of constraints.
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Derivability for the judgement form � |= � ` F is de�ned by the following rules:

� ` C
� |= � ` �C

� =∈ dom(�) ∪ dom(�) � |= �; �6� ` F

� |= � ` (∀�6�:F)
� ∈ dom(�) FV (�(�))⊆ dom(�) � `� �� : � � |= � ` {�(�)=�}F

� |= � ` (∃�:F)
Uni�cation logic was originally introduced by Miller [16] in order to reason about

the correctness of uni�cation under a mixed pre�x. Miller used a complicated mech-
anism based on decomposing a substitution into the composition of a sequence of
single-variable substitutions. Our construction takes a simpler approach, extending the
uni�cation logic to a type system for reasoning about the correctness of satisfying
substitutions. In particular, the third rule requires that, in the substitution for an exis-
tental variable �, this substitution only contains as free variables those variables that
are universally quanti�ed to the left of �.

De�nition 2 (Satis�ability). Given a quanti�er pre�x Q and constraint formula C. �
satis�es Q and C if � |= {} ` QC. Denote this by � |= QC. Q and C are satis�able if
there is some substitution � such that � |= QC. Denote that Q and C are satis�able by
|= QC.

The following notion will be useful:

UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) = {� | (∀�) ∈ Q} ∪ {(�6�) | (∀�6�) ∈ Q}:

De�nition 3 (Ground satis�ability). A constraint formula C is ground satis�able if
there is some substitution � mapping the free variables (both universal and existential)
of C to ground types, such that ` �6�′ for all (�6�′) ∈ �(C).

Lemma 4. If Q and C are satis�able; then they are ground satis�able.

The converse is not necessarily true. Consider for example ∃�:∀� (�6�), which is
ground satis�able (with the substitution {�=�; �=�} for any ground type �), but is not
satis�able. Our notion of satis�ability captures important scoping information that is
missing from other notions based on ground satis�ability.

4. Containment and entailment

The �rst step in constraint-checking is to verify that there is a satisfying substitution
for the accumulated constraints, ignoring �niteness and well scoping in the satisfying
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Fig. 4. Entailment algorithm.

substitution. We need to check that the constraints are consistent, and are entailed by
the hypothetical bounds on the universally quanti�ed variables.

De�nition 5 (Entailment algorithm). Given Q and C, the containment and entailment
algorithm is provided in Fig. 4 using transitions of the form C ⇒Q (C′; C0). A step in
the algorithm is described by the following rule:

C0⊆C C0 =∈ L (C; C0)⇒Q C′

(C; L)⇒Q (C′; L ∪ {C0})
De�ne (C; L) ∗⇒Q (C′; L′) to denote the repeated application of the algorithm to (C; L)
until it reaches a �xed point (C′; L′). Let SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) denote C′ where
(C′; L) is the result of applying the algorithm to (C; {}).

Rules (1)–(4) are the usual subtype closure, combining transitive closure with down-
ward closure conditions, and check for containment in the original constraint set. The
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latter conditions must be satis�ed for the original subtype constraints to be satis�ed.
The remaining transition checks for entailment of the accumulated constraints from
the hypotheses. Rule (5) checks that an upper bound on a universal variable can be
satis�ed:

(C; C0)⇒Q (C ∪ {�6�′}) if Q = Q1:∀�6�:Q2
and

(�6�′) ∈ C; �′ =∈ EV (Q):
Intuitively the constraint (�6�′), where � is universal and �′ 6= � is not an existential
variable, can only be deduced through applications of SUBAX and SUBTRANS, where
the “cut” formula is the upper bound � for �. This rule adds the constraint �6�′, the
second premise in a derivation ending with an application of SUBTRANS.
There is a duality between universal (rigid) variables and existential (exible) vari-

ables. For a constrained existential variable �6�, constraint checking needs to ensure
that there is some instantiation for � that sati�es this and the other constraints. For a
constrained universal variable �6�, constraint checking needs to ensure that this con-
straint is satis�ed by any instantiation for � that is a subtype of the upper bound ��
of �. This latter condition is satis�ed if �� is a subtype of �.
Rules (5) and (16) are noteworthy for the fact that they generate new subtype

constraints, and this is the reason that the containment and entailment algorithms must
be de�ned mutually recursively. Consider, for example,

∀�6({x : int} ∗ {x : int});∃�:∃{�6(� ∗ ); �6{x : int}; 6{y : int}}:
Entailment generates the constraint

({x : int} ∗ {x : int})6(� ∗ )
and containment generates the constraints

{x : int}6�; {x : int}6; {x : int}6{x : int}; {x : int}6{y : int}:
and the last of these constraints violates containment.
Rules (6) and (7) check for compatibility of upper and lower bounds on existential

variables. “Compatibility” means that we do not have incompatible non-variable bounds
on variables, such as ((�1 ∗ �2)6�); ((�′1 → �′2)6�) ∈ C,

(C; C0) ⇒Q (C ∪ {� u �}) (�6�) ∈ C; � ∈ EV (Q) (6)

(C; C0) ⇒Q (C ∪ {� t �}) (�6�) ∈ C; � ∈ EV (Q) (7)

The predicates � u �′ and � t �′ are used to check for meet compatibility and join
compatibility, respectively. They are generated by rules (6) and (7).
Rules (13) and (14) perform transitive closure on the join and meet compatibility

constraints. We implicitly assume that the join and meet compatibility predicates are
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commutative, so the algorithm treats constraints as being equivalent up to commutativity
of t and u.
Rule (13) performs transitive closure on meet compatibility constraints. For example,

given the constraints

�6�; �6�; �′6�:

From this we generate the constraints

�6�; � u �; �′ u �; � u �′:

As another example, consider

�6(int ∗ �); �6(int ∗ {l : �}); 6(int ∗ �); 6(int ∗ {l : �′}):

Applying rules (6)–(14) generates the constraints

� t {l : �}; � t {l : �′}; � t �′:

As an example of a limitation of these checks, if we consider

�6(int ∗ �); �6(int ∗ �); (int ∗ �)6; (int ∗ �′)6:

Then the algorithm generates the constraints

(int ∗ �) t (int ∗ �); (int ∗ �) u (int ∗ �′); � t �; � u �′;

these checks do not ensure that the types � and �′ with which � must be join and
meet compatible are in turn compatible. This check is performed by the match check
in the next section. The reason for the join and meet checks, as part of the containment
check in this section, is to ensure that record types that must be join compatible have
compatible shared �elds, and that a variable bounded above by universal variables has
a least upper bound.
Rules (8)–(12) distribute u and t over the type constructors. There is no rule for

analyzing {lm : �m} u {ln : �′n}, analogous to Rule (12) for {lm : �m} t {ln : �′n}. Two
record types that have an existential variable as a common upper bound are always
compatible, since they have the common upper bound { }.
We also need to check for compatibility of universal variables with other types in

lower and upper bounds, for example ((� ∗ �1)6�); ((�′ ∗ �2)6�) ∈ C, where � is
universal (with upper bound �) and � existential. Rule (15) is used to check meet
compatibility of universal variables with non-variable types:

(C; C0) ⇒Q (C ∪ {� u �′}) if Q = Q1∀�6�Q2
and

(� u �′) ∈ C; �′ =∈ TyVar
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For example, given

Q = Q1:∀�6�:Q2 and C ⊇{�6�; �′6�};

where � is existential and �′ non-variable, compatibility of the latter two constraints
requires that (�6�) and (�′6�) be compatible. The fact that � has a non-variable
lower bound �′ means that any satisfying substitution must instantiate it to a supertype
of �′. Since �, a universal variable, must be a subtype of this supertype (because of
the constraint �6�), it must be the case that the upper bound � of � is a subtype of
this supertype. This in turn requires that � and �′ be meet compatible.
Rule (16) is used to check join compatibility of universal variables with non-

existential-variable types:

(C; C0)⇒Q (C ∪ {�6�′}) ifQ = Q1∀�6�Q2
and

(� t �′) ∈ C; �′ =∈ TyVar:

For example, compatibility of (�6�) and (�6�′) requires that �6�′. In this case,
the constraint �6� requires that � be instantiated to some variable lower bound of �
in any satisfying substitution, since � is a universal variable with only variable lower
bounds. Then the constraint �6�′ can only be satis�ed if the upper bound � of � is a
subtype of �′.
Rule (17) checks for meet compatibility of two universal variables:

(C; C0)⇒Q (C ∪ {� u �′}) if (� u �)∈C; (∀�6�); (∀�6�′)∈Q; Q 6 ` � alias �:

Two universal variables are meet compatible if one is an upper bound of the other
(perhaps through applications of transitivity). This is captured by the de�nition:

De�nition 6. De�ne Q` �6� if one of the following holds:
(1) �= �; or
(2) Q=Q1:∀�6�:Q2; or
(3) Q ` �6 and Q ` 6� for some .
De�ne Q ` � alias � to be: Q ` �6� or Q ` �6�.

If this upper bound condition is not satis�ed, then the only other possibility is that
the upper bounds for the type variables are meet compatible. This latter condition is
the one checked by rule (17).
There is no corresponding rule for checking join-compatibility of universal variables,

since two distinct universal variables are only join compatible if one can be promoted
to the other. Given (�6�1), (�6�2), with � existential and �1; �2 universal, �1 6= �2,
then either �1 is an upper bound of �1 or vice versa; otherwise there is no satisfying
substitution for these two constraints.
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To reason about correctness of the algorithm, we need to add the predicates � u �′
and � t �′ to the constraint logic with substitutions.

De�nition 7 (Constraint logic with u and t). Extend the de�nition of constraint sets
to include

C ::= : : : | {� u �′} | {� t �′}

Extend the inference rules for the subtype logic in Fig. 2 (and therefore the constraint
logic rules in De�nition 1) with

� ` �6�′′ � ` �′6�′′
� ` � u �′ (SUBGLB)

� ` �′′6� � ` �′′6�′
� ` � t �′ (SUBLUB)

Lemma 8 (Termination). The algorithm in De�nition 5 is guaranteed to terminate.

Proof. Termination is guaranteed by the loop check in the algorithm de�nition. We
run the algorithm until it reaches a �xed point, taking care not to redo computations.
Since all constraints contain subterms of the types in the original types, and type
expressions have �nite height and there are a �nite number of type variables, this
process is guaranteed to terminate.

To reason about the correctness of the entailment algorithm, we use an alternative
version of the subtype logic, provided in Fig. 5. In this reformulation, the SUBAX
and SUBTRANS rules are replaced by the SUBPROM promotion rule, restricting uses of
transitivity to the application of the rule for replacing a variable with its upper bound.

Lemma 9. � ` �6�′; in the subtype system of Fig. 2; if and only if � ` �6�′ in
the normal subtype system of Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Normal subtype rules.
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Proof. The proof of the “only if” part is a standard cut elimination argument, permut-
ing uses of transitivity with uses of the rules for the type constructors. For example,
given

�1

� ` �16�′1
�2

� ` �26�′2
� ` (�1 ∗ �2)6(�′1 ∗ �′2)

�′
1

� ` �′16�′′1
�′
2

� ` �′26�′′2
� ` (�′1 ∗ �′2)6(�′′1 ∗ �′′2 )

� ` (�1 ∗ �2)6(�′′1 ∗ �′′2 )
We transform this to the derivation

�1

� ` �16�′1
�′
1

� ` �′16�′′1
� ` �16�′′1

�2

� ` �26�′2
�′
2

� ` �′26�′′2
� ` �26�′′2

� ` (�1 ∗ �2)6(�′′1 ∗ �′′2 )
We repeatedly apply transformations such as this to push uses of transitivity to the
leaves of the derivation tree, stopping when the left premise of an application of
transitivity comes from an application of the hypothesis rule. This process is guaranteed
to terminate because type derivations have �nite height.

Lemma 10 (Soundness). Suppose C⇒Q C′. Then � |= QC if and only if � |= QC′.

Proof. The “if” part is trivial. For the “only if” part, we consider the important cases
of the rule applications:
Rule (5): Assume � |= QC. We need to show that if � |= Q(�6�′) then � |=

Q(�6�′). We can assume that the derivation for � |= Q(�6�′) has a corresponding
normal derivation, and therefore must have resulted from an application of the promo-
tion rule. The right premise of this rule must result from a derivation for �(�)6�(�′).
Rules (2)–(4): Again these follow from the assumption that the original derivation

is normalizable.
Rules (6)–(7): These follow from the de�nition of the derivability of � u �′ and

� t �′ in the constraint logic.
Rules (8)–(12): These follow from the de�nition of the derivability of � u �′ and

� t �′ in the constraint logic, and the assumption that derivations in the subtype logic
are normalizable.
Rules (13)–(14): These follow from the de�nition of the derivability of � u �′ and

� t �′ in the constraint logic.
Rule (15): By the de�nition of the derivability of � u �′ in the constraint logic,

we have derivations for �6�′′ and �(�′)6�′′ in the normal subtype system, for some
�′′ and satisfying substitution �. Since �′ is not a variable, the former derivation must
follow from promoting �, and therefore there must be a derivation for �6�′′. Therefore
the constraint � u �′ is satis�able.
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Rule (16): By the de�nition of the derivability of � t �′ in the constraint logic, we
have derivations for �′′6� and �′′6�(�′) in the normal subtype system, for some �′′

and satisfying substitution �. Since � is a “rigid” type variable, without any hypo-
thetical lower bound, it must be the case that �′′= �, for some �∈UV (Q) such that
Q ` � alias �. Since �′ =∈TyVar, the promotion of � to � must be a subderivation
of �6�(�′), and we must have a derivation for �6�(�′). Since �′ is not a variable,
and again using the normalizability of the derivation for �6�(�′), this derivation must
end with a promotion of �, with the right premise being a derivation for �6�(�′).
Therefore the constraint �6�′ is satis�able.
Rule (17): By the de�nition of the derivability of � u � in the constraint logic, we

have derivations for �6�′′ and �6�′′ in the normal subtype system for some �′′.
Since Q 6` � alias �, we must have �′′ =∈{�; �}. Therefore these derivations must end
with promotions of � and �, with right premises of �6�′′ and �′6�′′, respectively.
Therefore the constraint � u �′ is satis�able.

Lemma 11 (Containment check). Given Q; C. Then QC is not satis�able if any of
the following is contained in SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC); but no rule of the entailment
algorithm is applicable to that constraint:
(1) (�6�′); (� u �′) or (� t �′)∈C where �; �′ =∈TyVar and one of �; �′ is not a record

type; or
(2) (�6�)∈C where �; �∈UV (Q); and Q 6` � alias �; or (� u �) or (� t �)∈C

where �; �∈UV (Q); Q 6` � alias �; or
(3) (�6�); (� u �) or (� t �)∈C where �∈UV (Q); � =∈TyVar; or
(4) (�6�)∈C where Q=Q1∀�Q2 and � =∈EV (Q)∪{�}.

Proof. Each step of the entailment algorithm preserves the set of satisfying substitu-
tions. If no rule of the algorithm is applicable to the constraints of the aforesaid form,
the set of constraints cannot be satis�able, contradicting any claim that the original
constraints were satis�able.

5. Finite satis�ability

The conditions not checked for by subtype closure are (a) �niteness of solutions,
(b) scoping of type variables and (c) compatibility of the shapes of types with which
a variable must be join and meet compatible. We are now going to de�ne another
form of closure for an inferred constraint set, that is used to perform checks for these
conditions. The details of scope checking are provided in the next section. The details
of match checking are provided in Section 7.
The subtype closure does nothing with constraints of the form �6(� ∗ �) (for ex-

ample). In systems of recursive constraints, such constraints are satis�ed by solutions
involving in�nite trees. Since we only allow �nite solutions, the existence of such
constraints in the subtype closure should ag an error. The subtype relation itself is
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insu�cient for forming this check, consider, for example,

�6�; (� ∗ �)6�:
We need to de�ne a relation that is related to subtyping, but includes symmetry.
Mitchell [18] and Lincoln and Mitchell [15] use a variant of the uni�cation algorithm
to check for �nite satis�ability, reecting the fact that we need to augment subtyping
with symmetry to perform the check. However, they only consider subtyping between
atomic types. With subtyping based on record or object interface containment, this is
not su�cient. Consider these examples and their corresponding satisfying substitutions:

{x : �}6�; �6�; �(�) = { }; �(�) = { };
{x : �}6�; �6�; �6{x : }; �(�) = {x : { }}; �(�) = {x : { }}; �() = { };

�6{x : �}; �6�; �(�) = { }; �(�) = {x : { }};
{x : �}6�; �(�) = { };

�6{x : �}; (� ∗ �)6�; �(�) = {x : { } ∗ { }}; �(�) = { } ∗ { }:
On the other hand, the constraint (�6{x : �}) is not �nitely satis�able. Similarly, the
constraint (({x : �} → int)6�) is not �nitely satis�able. These examples demonstrate
that we need to give special treatment to circularities in the subtype constraints involv-
ing record types. As explained in Section 1, the situation is also quite di�erent from the
situation where we have > and ⊥ types (similarly to us, Lincoln and Mitchell omit the
> and ⊥ types). We �rst consider the easier case of circularities not involving record
types. We de�ne a subterm relationship based on satisfying solutions for the subtype
constraints:

De�nition 12 (Match closure). Given a quanti�er pre�x Q and constraint formula C.
De�ne the match closure of Q and C, denoted MATCH-CLOS(QC), to be the least
binary relation M such that
(1) if Q=Q1:∀�6�:Q2, then (�; �)∈M ;
(2) if (�6�′)∈SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC), then (�; �′)∈M ;
(3) (�; �)∈M ;
(4) if (�; �′)∈M then (�′; �)∈M ;
(5) if (�1; �); (�; �2)∈M , then (�1; �2)∈M ;
(6) if ((�1 → �2); (�′1 → �′2)∈M , then (�1; �′1); (�2; �′2)∈M ;
(7) if ((�1 ∗ �2); (�′1 ∗ �′2))∈M then (�1; �′1); (�2; �

′
2)∈M .

The strong match closure is de�ned to be the match closure augmented with the
following rule:
(7) if ({lm : �m}; {l′n : �′n})∈M , then (�i; �′j)∈M for all i; j such that li= l′j.

De�ne � ` �↔ �′ to be: there exists a sequence of ground types �1; : : : ; �n+1, and
{R1; : : : ; Rn}⊆{6;¿}, such that �= �1, �′= �n+1, and � ` �iRi�i+1, for i=1; : : : ; n.

Lemma 13. If (�; �′)∈MATCH-CLOS(QC); then for all � such that � |= QC; we
have UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)↔ �(�′).
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Proof. Given Q; C, de�ne M0 = {(�; �′) | (�6�′)∈C}. Let Mi result from adding a
match constraint (�1i ; �

2
i ) to Mi−1 according to one of rules (3)–(6) in the de�nition

of match closure, for i=1; : : : ; N , for some N such that MN =MATCH-CLOS(QC).
We verify by induction on i that UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�1i )↔ �(�2i ) for any
satisfying substitution �. Suppose that the addition of the ith constraint is justi�ed by
rule (5) (for example) in match closure. Therefore Mi−1 must contain a constraint
of the form ((�1 → �2); (�′1 → �′2)), where �

1
i = �j and �

2
i = �

′
j for some j∈{1; 2}. By

the induction hypothesis we have UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�1 → �2)↔ �(�′1 → �′2).
We can assume that this results from a sequence of normal derivations in the subtype
logic. If any two consecutive derivations in this sequence end with conclusions �¿�
and �6�′, for some �; �′; �, then these derivations must have ended with promotion
(using the SUBPROM rule) and can be replaced by derivations with conclusions �¿��
and ��6�′, where �� is the upper bound of �. So we may conclude that each derivation
ends with an application of SUBFUN. Therefore, from the appropriate premises in these
normal derivations, we have UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�j)↔ �(�′j).

De�nition 14 (Rigid dependency). Given Q and C, M =MATCH-CLOS(QC).
De�ne that �∈EV (Q) is rigid dependent on � with path �, written QC `R � �→ �,
if the path � does not involve record types and one of the following holds:
(1) (�; �′)∈M and �′(�)= �; or
(2) (�; �′)∈M and �= �1�2 and �′(�1)= �, for some �, and QC `R � �2→ �.

De�ne that � ∈ EV (Q) is strongly rigid dependent on � with path � if the above
conditions hold with match closure replaced by strong match closure.

We omit record types from the de�nition of rigid dependency because, as explained
on the previous page, for now we only considering circularities due to recursive paths
in types labelled by non-record types (e.g. �6(� ∗ �)).
Lemma 15. If QC `R � �→ �; then for all � such that � |= QC; � ∈ dom(�(�)) and
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�)↔ �(�).

Proof. We reason by induction on the de�nition of QC `R � �→ �. For the base case,
we use Lemma 13 and induction on �. For the inductive case, we use Lemma 13 and
the induction hypothesis.

To verify the occurs check, we require the following. De�ne the rigid height of a
type by

|�|�1 ;�;�2 = 0;
|�|�1 ;�6�;�2 = |�|�1 ;
|(�1 → �2)|� = 1 + |�1|� + |�2|�;
|(�1 ∗ �2)|� = 1 + |�1|� + |�2|�;
|{ln : �n}|� = 0:
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Lemma 16. If � ` �16�2; then |�1|� = |�2|�.

Proof. Any such derivation must be normalizable, and the result is veri�ed by induction
on the height of a normal derivation.

For reasoning about circularities involving record types, we need a stronger condition
on the occurrences of variables.

De�nition 17. A path � is positive if the number of d symbols in the path is zero
or even. The path is negative otherwise. De�ne sign(�) = + if the path � is positive,
sign(�) = − otherwise.

De�nition 18 (Type dependency). Given Q and C. De�ne that � ∈ EV (Q) is type
dependent on � with path �, written QC `T � �→ �, if one of the following holds:

(1)

QC `T � �→ � if
{
(�6�′)
(�′6�)

}
∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) and �′(�) = �

and

� is
{
positive
negative

}
:

(2)QC `T � �→ � if �= �1�2; �′(�1)= �, QC `T � �2→ � and (a) either (�6�′)∈
SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) and sign(�1) = sign(�2), or (b) (�′6�)∈SUBTYPE-
CLOS(QC) and sign(�1) 6= sign(�2).
If QC `T � �→ �, we say that � is type dependent on �.

For example, we have the following:

QC `T � r→ � if C ⊆{�6(�→ �)}; (1)

QC `T � d→ � if C ⊆{(�→ �)6�}; (2)

QC `T � d→ � if C ⊆{�6(�→ �)}; (3)

QC `T � dd→ � if C ⊆{�6((�→ �1)→ �2)}; (4)

QC `T � dd→ � if C ⊆{�6(→ �2); (�→ �1)6}; (5)

QC `T � df→ � if C ⊆{((� ∗ �1)→ �2)6�}; (6)

QC `T � df→ � if C ⊆{(→ �2)6�; 6(� ∗ �1)}: (7)

Example (1) is an example of a positive dependency due to a positive occurrence of �
in an upper bound, while example (2) is an example of a positive dependency due to
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a negative occurrence of � in a lower bound. Example (3) is an example of a negative
dependency due to a negative occurrence of � in an upper bound. Example (4) is
an example of a positive dependency due to a positive occurrence of � in an upper
bound, though in this case it is a negative occurrence in the domain of a function
type. Example (5) is equivalent to (4), but with upper bounds “normalized” to types
of depth one. Examples (6) and (7) are similar to (4) and (5) (in the sense that (7)
is equivalent to (6) but with the lower bound “normalized” to types of depth one).
In the case of example (5), we have (�6( → �2)) ∈ C, ( → �2)(d) =  and

QC `T  d→ � (and sign(d) = (−) = sign(d)). This corresponds to Case (a) in the
third clause of the de�nition of type dependency. In the case of example (7), we have

( → �2)6�) ∈ C, ( → �2)(d) =  and QC `T  f→ � (and sign(d) = (−) 6= (+) =
sign(f)). This corresponds to case (b) in the third clause of the de�nition of type
dependency.

Lemma 19. If � ∈ dom(�) then �(�(�)) = �(�)(�).

Lemma 20. If � ` �16�2 and � ∈ dom(�1) ∩ (�2); then{
� ` �1(�)6�2(�)
� ` �2(�)6�1(�)

}

if � is{
positive
negative

}
:

Proof. By induction on the height of a normal derivation for � ` �16�2.

Lemma 21. If QC `T � �→ �; then for all � such that � |= QC; � ∈ dom(�(�)) and
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�)6�(�).

Proof. We verify this by induction on the length of the type dependency path. Assume
we have

QC `T � �→ � because � = �1�2; �(�1) = ; QC `T  �2→ �; and

(a) either (�6�) ∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) and sign(�1) = sign(�2),
(b) or (�6�) ∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) and sign(�1) 6= sign(�2).
Assume � |= QC. By the induction hypothesis, we have �2 ∈ dom(�(�)) and

UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�2)6�(�).
Suppose (�6�′) ∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC), then UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)6

�(�′). If sign(�1) = (+), so sign(�2) = (+), then using the previous lemma and the
positivity of sign(�1), we can verify that UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�1)6�(�′)
(�1) = �(�). Then using the previous lemma again and the positivity of sign(�2), we
have UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�1�2)6�(�)(�2)6�(�). If sign(�1) = (−), so
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sign(�2) = (−), then using the previous lemma and the negativity of sign(�1), we
can verify that UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�) = �(�′)(�1)6�(�)(�1). Then using the
previous lemma again and the negativity of sign(�2), we have UVARS-CONTEXT(Q)
` �(�)(�1�2)6�(�)(�2)6�(�).
Suppose (�′6�) ∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC), then UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�′)6

�(�). If sign(�1) = (−), so sign(�2) = (+), then using the previous lemma and the
negativity of sign(�1), we can verify that UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�1)6�(�′)
(�1) = �(�). Then using the previous lemma again and the positivity of sign(�2),
we have UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�1�2)6�(�)(�2)6�(�). If sign(�1) = (+),
so sign(�2) = (−), then using the previous lemma and the positivity of sign(�1), we
can verify that UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�) = �(�′)(�1)6�(�)(�1). Then using the
previous lemma again and the negativity of sign(�2), we have UVARS-CONTEXT(Q)
` �(�)(�1�2)6�(�)(�2)6�(�).

De�ne QC ` � �→ � to be

(1) QC `R � �→ �, or
(2) QC `T � �→ �, or
(3) QC `T � �1→ � and QC `R � �2→ �, for some � ∈ EV (Q) and � = �1�2.

Lemma 22 (Occurs check). If QC ` � �→ � where � 6= �; then there is no �nite
substitution � such that � |= QC.

Proof. A corollary of Lemmas 15 and 21. If QC `R � �→ �, then the path � only con-
sists of symbols from {f; s; d; r}. Since by Lemma 15 we have UVARS-CONTEXT
(Q) ` �(�)(�) ↔ �(�) for any satisfying substitution �, there must be a sequence of
derivations (and therefore normal derivations) of UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �1R1�2; : : : ;
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �nRn�n+1, where �1=�(�)(�) and �n+1=�(�), and R1; : : : ; Rn
∈{6;¿}. By Lemma 16, |�j|UVARS-CONTEXT(Q)=|�j+1|UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) for j=1; : : : ; n.
But |�(�)(�)|UVARS-CONTEXT(Q)¡|�(�)|UVARS-CONTEXT(Q), since �∈{f; s; d; r}∗, giving a
contradiction.
If QC `T � �→ �, then by Lemma 21, we have UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�)6

�(�) for any satisfying substitution �. But then ` �′�(�)(�)6�′�(�) for some ground
satisfying substitution �′ �, and a simple argument based on the structure of �′�(�)(�)
demonstrates that this is not possible for �nite types.

Our mini-language does not allow existential variables in the upper bounds of
universal variables, so for example the following constraint formula is not allowed:
∃�:∀�6(� ∗ �):∃:{�6; �6}. If such constraints are allowed, then �niteness cannot
be checked before entailment. Consider for example the following constraints:

∃�:∀�6({x : �} → int):∃:{�6({x : } → int); �6( ∗ )}:
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6. Scoping of type variables

In this section we consider the checking of scoping of type variables in the accu-
mulated constraints. Consider the following example:
letmono f = �x�:

let g : (∀:→ ) = �y: (if true then x else y; y)

in (if true then x else 3; g 3; g true)

in f

The inner conditional requires that x and y have a common upper bound. Since ,
the type of y, ranges over all possible types, this bound must be , so � must be
instantiable to . But then g cannot be polymorphic in . In type-checking, this error
is caught by the fact that � is outside the scope of . “Scope” is formalized by the
use of a quanti�er pre�x, where � is introduced to the left of  in the pre�x.
More precisely, type inference builds the quanti�er pre�x and constraint set

∃�:∀:∃�:{�6�; 6�}:
Any satisfying substitution for these constraints must instantiate � to , which is impos-
sible since  is introduced after � in the quanti�er pre�x. This dependency is detected
by the match dependency: QC ` � �→ .
Now consider the example:

let f : (∀�:�→ �) = �x:
letmono g = �y�:

let h : (∀6�:→ ) = �z:
(if true then y else z; z)

in y

in x

in f

Apparently, there is another scope violation (between � and  in this example). How-
ever,  has upper bound �, and � is within the scope of �. Therefore, type subsumption
can be used to replace  as a lower bound with �, e�ectively moving its scope out so
that more existential variables are included in its scope. More formally, we have the
quanti�ed constraint set

∀�:∃�:∀6�:∃�:{�6�; 6�}:
Since  occurs positively in a lower bound, we can weaken the second constraint

∀�:∃�:∀6�:∃�:{�6�; �6�};
where this step is justi�ed by the fact that 6� is derivable from 6� and �6�.
Note that this transformation is not possible if we replace the original constraint set

with

∀�:∃�:∀6�:∃�:{�6�; (→ )6�}:
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In this example, the negative occurrence of  in a lower bound prevents the above
transformation.
For the case of uni�cation under a mixed pre�x, if an existential variable � may

contain a variable � in its instantiation, the scope of the variable � is “moved out” (if
necessary) so that the instantiation of � does not violate its scoping. For example, the
constraint set

∃�:∀:∃�:{� = �; � = }
is transformed to

∃�:∃�:∀:{� = �; � = }:
At this point, the second constraint violates scoping since �’s scope has moved out to
the scope of �.
This movement of quanti�ers cannot be done with subtyping and bounds on quan-

ti�ed type variables. Consider, for example,

∃�:∀6�:∃�:{�6�; �6}:
Then {=�; �=�} is a satisfying substitution. This would not be a satisfying substitution
if the scope of � were moved out to that of �.

Corollary 23 (Scope check). QC is not satis�able if there exist � and � such that
either

(1)Q = Q1:∃�:Q2:∀�6�:Q3 (or Q = Q1:∃�:Q2:∀�:Q3) and � is type dependent
on �; or

(2)Q = Q1:∃�:Q2:∀�:Q3 and � is rigid dependent on �.

Proof. The veri�cation relies on Lemmas 15 and 21 from the previous section. There
we considered “false circularities” due to existential-type variables in record �eld types
that could be omitted through record-type subsumption. Here we consider “false scope
violations” due to universal-type variables that can be omitted by subsuming them with
their upper bounds.
For the proof of (2), if � is rigid dependent on � with path �, then by Lemma 15

UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�)↔ � for any satisfying substitution �. Therefore,
there is a sequence of (cut-free) derivations for UVARS-CONTEXT(Q)
` �1R1�2; : : : ;UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �nRn�n+1, where �1 = �(�)(�) and �n+1=� and
R1; : : : ; Rn ∈ {6;¿}. Since � has no upper bound, there is no cut-free derivation for
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �6�n unless �n = �. The other possibility is that �n =  and
there is a derivation for UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` 6�, where (∀6�) ∈ Q3. Elabo-
rating this into an inductive argument on the length of the sequence of derivations for
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �1R1�2; : : : ;UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �nRn�n+1, we have
that eventually we must have a cut-free derivation for UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) `
�(�)(�)R1, for some  universally quanti�ed to the right of � in the quanti�er pre�x,
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where the only upper bounds on  are variables similarly universally quanti�ed to the
right of �. But this contradicts the scoping restriction on a satisfying substitution: any
free variables in �(�) must be universally quanti�ed to the left of � in the quanti�er
pre�x.
For the proof of (1), if � is type dependent on � with path �, then by Lemma 21

UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�)6� for any satisfying substitution �. Any cut-free
derivation for this requires that �(�)(�) = �, which again contradicts the scoping
restriction on a satisfying substitution.

If the scope check does not fail, the subtype constraints are well scoped. The fol-
lowing examples illustrate the rationale for this. Consider the quanti�ed constraint sets

∃�:∀�6�:{�6�};

∃�:∀�6�:∃�:∃:{�6�; �6; 6�};

∃�:∀�6�:∃�:∃:{�6�; �6; 6�→ �′}:

All of these are examples where QC `R � �→ �, but where the dependency is not a type
dependency. These examples are represented graphically as

The �rst of these corresponds to a positive occurrence of � in a lower bound for �.
This constraint can be instantiated by instantiating � to �. This is not possible if � occurs
positively in an upper bound of �. The second example corresponds to QC ` � �→ �,
where the dependency path is through a path of subtype and supertype edges. The
positive occurrence of � in upper bounds for  and � requires that these variables be
instantiated to � in any satisfying substitution. However, because the dependency of �
on � relies on the lower bound constraint (�6�), it is possible to instantiate � to �.
The third example demonstrates a negative occurrence of � in the upper bound for 
and �. In this case it is possible to instantiate all of �, � and  to �→ �′.

7. Correctness of type inference

In this section we verify that a quanti�er pre�x Q and constraint set C are satis�able
if they satisfy the containment check (Lemma 11), occurs check (Lemma 22), scope
check (Corollary 23), and one other check:
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Lemma 24 (Match check). QC is not satis�able if (�1; �2) ∈ MATCH-CLOS(QC)
where �1; �2 =∈ TyVar have di�erent outermost type constructors.

De�nition 25 (Satisfying substitution). Given QC, de�ne INSTAN(QC) as follows.
First, we de�ne the set of paths in the domain of � ∈ EV (Q), the set of universal
variables that are upper bounds and the set of universal variables that are related,
though not necessarily as upper bounds:

PATHSQC(�) = {� | QC ` � �→ �};
UBOUNDQC(�; �) = {� ∈ UV (Q) | QC `T � �→ �};
RELATEDQC(�; �) = {� ∈ UV (Q) | QC ` � �→ �}:

De�ne the join and meet of the upper and lower bound universal variables, respectively,
constraining an existential variable:

⊔
QC

X = � ∈ X where UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �6� for all � ∈ X;

u
QC
X = � where UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �6� for all � ∈ X

and UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �6�′
if UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �6�′ for all � ∈ X:

To de�ne the instantiation of a variable, we de�ne a collection of variables, one for
each path reachable from that variable. These are intuitively the nodes of a type graph
representing an instantiation

Q′ = Q:(∃�� | � ∈ EV (Q); � ∈ PATHSQC(�));

PATHSQC(��1 ) = {�2 | (�1�2) ∈ PATHSQC(�)}:

Finally, the labels of the nodes in the type graph, DEFQC(��), are de�ned as follows:

{lk : ��lk} QC `T � �li→ �i;UBOUNDQC(�; �) = { };
(��d → ��r) QC ` � �→ (�1 → �2);UBOUNDQC(�; �) = { };
(��f ∗ ��s) QC ` � �→ (�1 ∗ �2);UBOUNDQC(�; �) = { };
int QC ` � �→ int;UBOUNDQC(�; �) = { };⊔
QC

X X = UBOUNDQC(�; �) 6= { };

u
QC
X X = RELATEDQC(�; �) 6= { } and
UBOUNDQC(�; �) = { } and
QC 6` � �→ � for � =∈ EV (Q) ∪UV (Q);

{ } otherwise:
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Finally, de�ne the solution of QC to be the solution of the equation set

{(� = ��); (�� = DEFQC(��)) | � ∈ EV (Q); � ∈ PATHSQC(�)}:

Lemma 26. Given that QC satis�es the occurs check; PATHSQC(�) is �nite for all
� ∈ EV (Q).

Proof. Since the de�nition of paths is based on QC ` � �→ �, and there is a �nite set
of variables in Q, an in�nite set of paths PATHSQC(�) requires cycles of the form
QC ` � �→ �, contradicting the fact that the occurs check is not violated.

Lemma 27. DEFQC(��) is uniquely de�ned for all � ∈ EV (Q); � ∈ PATHSQC(�).

Proof. The match check ensures that a variable cannot be matched to types with
di�erent outermost type constructors (such as int and a product type). The match
check also ensures that any non-variable types related to universal variables are match
compatible with the non-variable upper bounds on those variables (otherwise the match
check fails). The containment check ensures if a variable has variable lower bounds,
and possibly also non-variable lower bounds, it has a greatest lower bound. If the
variable has only variable lower bounds, it is instantiated to the greatest of these;
otherwise it is instantiated to the greatest of its non-variable lower bounds, where the
containment check has ensured that all variable lower bounds can be promoted to this
result. The containment check also ensures that if a variable has variable upper bounds,
then any non-variable upper bound is bounded below by those variable upper bounds
(so the variable can be instantiated to its least upper bound).

Lemma 28. Let � = INSTAN(QC); then
(1) �(�) is �nite for all � ∈ EV (Q); and
(2) FV (�(�))⊆UV (Q1) where Q = Q1:∃�:Q2.

Proof. This follows from the occurs check and the scope check, respectively, and the
de�nition of INSTAN(QC).

Lemma 29. If{
(�6�) ∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC)
(�6�) ∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC)

}

and � is{
positive
negative

}
;

then
(1) If QC `T � �→ � then QC `T � �→ �.
(2) QC `R � �→ � if and only if QC `R � �→ �.
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De�nition 30 (Negative-type dependency). Given Q and C. De�ne that � ∈ EV (Q)
is negatively type dependent on � with path �, written QC `T− � �→ �, if one of the
following holds:
(1)

QC `T− � �→ � if
{
(�′6�)
(�6�′)

}
∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC)

and �′(�) = � and � is{
positive
negative

}
:

(2) QC `T− � �→ � if � = �1�2; �′(�1) = �, QC `T � �2→ � and (a) either (�6�′) ∈
SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) and sign(�1) 6= sign(�2), or (b) (�′6�) ∈ SUBTYPE-
CLOS(QC) and sign(�1) = sign(�2)

If QC `T− � �→ �, we say that � is negatively type dependent on �.

Lemma 31. If QC `T− � �→ �; then for all � such that � |= QC; � ∈ dom(�(�)) and
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)6�(�)(�).

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 21.

The importance of negative type dependency is given by the following.

Lemma 32. Assume that QC `T � �→ �; then
(1) If � ≡ (�1 → �2) then QC `T− � �d→ �1 and QC `T � �r→ �2.

(2) If � ≡ (�1 ∗ �2) then QC `T � �f→ �1 and QC `T � �s→ �2.
(3) If � ≡ {l1 : �1; : : : ; lk : �k} then QC `T � �li→ �i for i = 1; : : : ; k.
An analogous result holds if QC `T− � �→ �.

We verify the following by induction on �′. It is used to verify the inductive case
in Lemma 34.

Lemma 33. Let � = INSTAN(QC) and FV (�′)⊆UV (Q):
(1) SupposeUVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �′6� for all � such that QC `T � �→ �; then

UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �′6�(��).
(2) SupposeUVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �6�′ for all � such that QC `T− � �→ �; then

UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(��)6�′.

Lemma 34. If (�6�) ∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) and � = INSTAN(QC) and � ∈
PATHSQC(�) ∩ PATHSQC(�); then{

UVARS-CONTEXT(QC) ` �(��)6�(��)
UVARS-CONTEXT(QC) ` �(��)6�(��)

}
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if � is

{
positive
negative

}
:

Proof. By induction on max(|�(��)|; |�(��)|), using Lemma 29. For the base case,
assume that � is positive, then there are two cases to consider:

QC `T � �→ �, i.e., � ∈ PATHSQC(�) because of a type dependency. If |�(��)| = 0
then �(��) ∈ {int; {}} ∪ UV (Q). If �(��) = int then �(��) = int or �(��) ∈
UV (Q) is promotable to int (by the containment check and Lemma 27). If �(��) ∈
UV (Q) then �(��) ∈ UV (Q) is promotable to �(��) (by the containment check and
the de�nition of tQCUBOUNDQC(�; �) and Lemma 27). If �(��) = {} then by the
containment check and Lemma 27, �(��) is also a record type. If |�(��)| = 0 then
|�(��)| = 0 and the previous analysis applies.

QC `R � �→ �, i.e., � ∈ PATHSQC(�) because of a rigid dependency. If any but the
default case in the de�nition of DEFQC(�) applies, then this case also applies to the
de�nition of DEFQC(�). If the default case applies in the de�nition of DEFQC(�) but
does not apply in the case of DEFQC(�), this can only happen because
QC `T � �→ {: : :}, i.e., because of a type dependency of � on a record �eld, but then
�(��) = {} is a supertype of �(��).
For the inductive case, assume that � is positive, then there are again two cases to

consider:
QC `T � �→ � i.e., � ∈ PATHSQC(�) because of a type dependency. Suppose for

example that �(��) = (�(��d) → �(��r)), therefore we must have either �(��) =
 ∈ UV (Q) or �(��) = (�(��d) → �(��r)) (i.e., the second case in the de�ni-
tion of DEFQC(��) applies). In the former case, if QC `T � �→ (�1 → �2), then also
QC `T � �→ (�1 → �2). If QC `T � �→ (�1 → �2) and Q = Q1:∀6(�′1 → �′2):Q2, then
subtype closure must generate the sequence of constraints

 t (�1 → �2); (�′1 → �′2)6(�1 → �2); �16�′1; �′26�2

Using Lemma 33 we therefore have that UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(��d)6�′1 and
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �′26�(��r). By the induction hypothesis we have �(��d)
6�(��d) (since �d is negative) and �(��d)6�(��d), so we conclude that

�(��) = 6(�′1 → �′2)6(�(��d)→ �(��r))6(�(��d)→ �(��r))

If �(��) = (�(��d) → �(��r)), then we apply the induction hypothesis to conclude
�(��d)6�(��d) and �(��d)6�(��d), and the result follows. The other cases are anal-
ogous.
QC `R � �→ � i.e., � ∈ PATHSQC(�) because of a rigid dependency. Similar to the

base case, but using the induction hypothesis for matched subterms.
For the case where � is negative, the reasoning is similar, although transposing ��

and ��.
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Corollary 35. If (�6�) ∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) and � = INSTAN(QC); then
UVARS-CONTEXT(QC) ` �(�)6�(�).

Lemma 36. Suppose � = INSTAN(QC).
(1) If (�6�) ∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) and � = �(�); then{

UVARS-CONTEXT(QC) ` �(�)(�)6�(�)
UVARS-CONTEXT(QC) ` �(�)6�(�)(�)

}
if the path � is

{
positive
negative

}
:

(2) If (�6�) ∈ SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) and � = �(�); then{
UVARS-CONTEXT(QC) ` �(�)6�(�)(�)
UVARS-CONTEXT(QC) ` �(�)(�)6�(�)

}
if the path � is

{
positive
negative

}
:

Proof. By induction on �, using Corollary 35 for the base case.

Lemma 37. If QC `R � �→ � and � = INSTAN(QC); then � ∈ dom(�(�)) and
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�)↔ �(�).

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 15, by induction on �.

Lemma 38. Suppose � = INSTAN(QC):

(1) If QC `T � �→ �; then UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)(�)6�(�).
(2) If QC `T− � �→ �; then UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)6�(�)(�).

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 21, by induction on � and using Lemma 36.

Theorem 39. Let C′=SUBTYPE-CLOS(QC) and �= INSTAN(QC). Then

UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)6�(�)
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�)6�(�)
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�) t �(�)
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q) ` �(�) u �(�)


 if



(�6�) ∈ C′

(�6�) ∈ C′

(� t �) ∈ C′

(� u �) ∈ C′


 :

Proof. By induction on max(|�(�)|; |�(�)|), using the previous lemma.

Corollary 40. If QC does not violate the containment check; occurs check; scope
check or match check; then |= QC.

Lemma 41. Given an execution of the type inference algorithm; and an application
of LET in this execution that introduces universal variables {�}; with outputs Qlocal
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and C local; while type-checking the de�nition in a let. Let Qglobal and Cglobal be the
global outputs of the algorithm. Then for any � ∈ EV (Qglobal); � ∈ {�}; we have
QlocalC local ` � �→ � if and only if QglobalCglobal ` � �→ �.

Proof. Modify the execution of the type inference algorithm as follows. Assume two
distinct classes of variables, DISCHARGED and UNDISCHARGED. De�ne the map-
ping INSCOPE(�)⊆EV (Q) for � ∈ DISCHARGED∩UV (Q) as follows, by induc-
tion on an execution of the type inference algorithm. De�ne the execution of the type
inference algorithm on an expression e ≡ let x : �= e1 in e2 where � ≡ ∀�k6�′k :�1.
Let Q0 =Q∀�k6�′k , where {�1; : : : ; �k}⊆UNDISCHARGED. Suppose Q0;A ` e1 : �1
with Q1; C1, let Q′

1 =QL:∀�k6{�k=�k}�′k :QR where Q1 =QL:∀�k6{�k=�k}�′k :QR and
{�1; : : : ; �k}⊆(DISCHARGED − (EV (Q1)∪UV (Q))). De�ne INSCOPE(�i)=
EV (Q′

1)−EV (Q), the existential variables introduced while �i was undischarged. Then
Q′
1;A; x : �

′ ` e2 : �2 with Q2; C2 where �′ ≡ ∀�k6{�k=�k}�′k :{�k=�k}�. Then the out-
put of the algorithms are the quanti�er pre�x Q2, the type �2 and the constraint set
{�k=�k}C1 ∪C2. The following claim is veri�ed by induction on the execution of the
type inference algorithm:

If Q;A ` e : � with Q′; C and V =FV (A)∪FV (�), then
(1) V ∩DISCHARGED∩UV (Q)= { }, and
(2) V ∩ ⋃ {INSCOPE(�) | � ∈ DISCHARGED∩UV (Q)}= { }.

Now, let Qlocal; C local;Qglobal; Cglobal; �; � be as in the statement of the lemma (� ∈
DISCHARGED∩UV (Q)). Suppose QlocalC local 6` �→ � and QglobalCglobal ` � �→ �.
This must be due to the addition of a subtype constraint in the subsequent execu-
tion of the type inference algorithm. Because of the aforesaid claim, this additional
constraint must only involve variables involving UNDISCHARGED∩UV (Q) and
EV (Q) −⋃ {INSCOPE(�) | � ∈ DISCHARGED∩UV (Q)}, i.e., undischarged uni-
versal variables and existential variables out of the scope of discharged variables. Be-
cause the let-de�nition type does not have any free variables, any constraints involving
� must be generated while type-checking the let-de�nition, and these constraints can
only involve existential variables � ∈ EV (Qlocal), where INSCOPE(�)⊆EV (Qlocal).
The constraint(s) that subsequently lead to QglobalCglobal `  �→ � cannot involve � ∈
INSCOPE(�), because these variables are not free in A or �. Therefore,
QglobalCglobal `  �→ � must be due to constraints that involve � ∈ (EV (Qlocal)
− INSCOPE(�)). But then an induction on the length � veri�es that this leads to
a scope violation in the �nal constraints (since all of these existential variables are to
the left of � in the quanti�er pre�x, having been introduced before the let-de�nition
was type-checked).

We verify the following by induction on the execution of the type inference algo-
rithm, using Corollary 40 and Lemma 41.
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Theorem 42 (Soundness of type inference). Given expression e; type environment
A; and quanti�er pre�x Q. Suppose Q;A ` e : � with Q′; C and |= Q′C. Let � be
the satisfying substitution computed in the proof of Corollary 40. Then
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q′); �(A) ` e : �(�).

Theorem 43 (Completeness of type inference). Given �⊆UVARS-CONTEXT(Q)
and dom(�)⊆EV (Q). Given �; �(A) ` e : �; and Q;A ` e : �′ with Q′; C. Then there
exists �′; �′′ such that �′= �′′ � and �′ |= (Q′C) and � ` �′(�′)6�.

Proof. The substitution � in the statement of the theorem is used to strengthen the
induction hypothesis, to push the induction through. We �rst verify that, for any type
derivation, there is a canonical-type derivation where there is exactly one application
of SUB following an application of a structural rule. We then use induction on the
height of the given canonical-type derivation to verify the theorem. We consider the
key cases (from Fig. 1 in Section 2):
VAR: We have A(x)= �=∀�n6�n :� and an application of VAR followed by an

application of SUB:

�(A)(x) = �(�) = ∀�n6�(�n):�(�) � ` �′n6�(�n)
�; �(A) ` x : {�′n=�n}�(�) � ` {�′n=�n}�(�)6�′′

�; �(A) ` x : �′′

Since � ` �′n6�(�n) is a premise to the application of the VAR rule, let �′′= {�′n=�n},
where {�n} are the new existential type variables introduced by the VAR
step in the type inference algorithm (Q′=Q∃�n). Then �′′� |= Q′{�n6�n}, since
UVARS-CONTEXT(Q′) ` �′′(�n)6�(�n), and � ` {�′n=�n}�(�)6�′′ where{�′n}={�n}
�(�)= �′′�(�).
APP: The rator has a derivation for type �2 → �1, and the rand has a derivation for

type �2.

�; �(A) ` e1 : �2 → �1 �; �(A) ` e2 : �2
�; �(A) ` e1(e2) : �1 � ` �16�

�; �(A) ` e1(e2) : �

The type inference algorithm infers the types �′1 and �
′
2 for e1 and e2, respectively,

and adds the constraint �′16(�
′
2 → �), where � is new. By the induction hypothesis there

are substitutions �′′1 and �
′′
2 such that � ` �′′1 �(�′1)6(�2 → �1) and � ` �′′2 �(�′2)6�2.

Choose �′= {�2=�} �′′1 �′′2 �. Then we deduce � ` �′(�′1)6�2 → �16�′(�′2)→ �1 =
�′(�′2 → �).
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8. Decidable semantic entailment

Smith and Trifonov [29] de�ne a semantic order on polymorphic constrained types.
The usefulness of this relation is in matching the types in an implementation module
with the types required in an interface for that module. Although the subtype rules
and algorithms presented earlier can be used for this purpose, the semantic ordering
gives a more exible ordering, based on an extensional consideration of all possible
instantiations of polymorphic types. We must then consider the relationship between
the earlier type system and this semantic ordering. For simplicity, we only work with
constrained types for closed expressions (with no free variables).

De�nition 44 (Instances of polymorphic types). An instance of a polymorphic type
∀�m6�m:� is the ground type �(�), for an assignment � that satis�es the constraints in
the hypotheses: � |= ∃�m:�m6�m.

A decision procedure for the semantic ordering of polymorphic types, in the general
case of (potentially in�nite) regular trees, remains an open problem. We now demon-
strate that this relation is decidable if the interpretation of types is restricted to �nite
trees.

De�nition 45 (Ordering of polymorphic types). De�ne a semantic ordering on poly-
morphic types by �6∀

sem�
′ if for each instance of �′ there is a smaller instance of �.

We need the following notion of semantic entailment:

� |= � if dom(�)= dom(�) and ` �(�)6�(�) for all (�6�) ∈ �
� |= �16�2 if ∀�:(� |= �) implies ` �(�1)6�(�2)

The subtype rules of Fig. 2 are easily shown to be sound with respect to semantic
entailment, however they are not complete. The di�culty is with the case where a
subtype bound only admits a single type. De�ne a singleton type as

A type � is a singleton type if the only occurrence of a record type in � is the
empty record type in negative position, and any free variables in � are constrained
by upper bounds that are singleton types.

To make this inference system complete with respect to the aforesaid semantic model,
we add the following inference rule:

�=�1; �6�; �2 � is a singleton type

� ` �6� (SUBSING)

Intuitively, subtype upper bounds of the form (�6int) and (�6(int ∗ int → int))
only allow one possible instantiation for the type variable �. A more subtle constraint
is one of the form (�6({} → int)). On the other hand, � is not constrained by a
singleton type in the context {�6{}; �6(�→ int)}.
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We also must adapt the constraint-checking algorithms to the situation where
universal-type variables may implicitly have lower bounds (the same as their upper
bounds, in the case where the upper bound is a singleton type). The additions to the
entailment algorithm of Fig. 4 are the following rules:

C⇒Q (C ∪ {�′6�}) if Q = Q1∀�6�Q2 and
(�′6�) ∈ C; �′ =∈ EV (Q); � is a singleton type

C⇒Q (C ∪ {� t �′}) if Q = Q1∀�6�Q2 and
(� t �′) ∈ C; �′ =∈ TyVar; � is a singleton type

The �rst of these rules complements rule (5). The second of these rules takes prece-
dence over rule (16).
The statement of the scope check is modi�ed as follows:

Corollary 46 (Scope check). QC is not satis�able if there exist � and � such that
either
(1) Q=Q1:∃�:Q2:∀�6�:Q3 (or Q=Q1:∃�:Q2:∀�:Q3) and � is type dependent on �;

and � is not a singleton type; or
(2) Q=Q1:∃�:Q2:∀�:Q3 and � is rigid dependent on �.

The veri�cation of the modi�ed constraint-checking algorithms is similar to the orig-
inal veri�cation. We now concentrate on the completeness of the subtype logic with
respect to semantic entailment.

Theorem 47. � ` �16�2 if and only if � |= �16�2.

Proof. Soundness (the “only if” part) is veri�ed by induction on derivations in the
subtype logic. Completeness (the “if” part) is veri�ed by contraposition. Assume
� 6` �16�2, then we show � 6|= �16�2. We construct a � such that � |= � and
6`�(�1)6�(�2). By an argument based on normalizability of derivations, we may as-
sume that derivability fails due to the non-derivability of a judgement of the form

(1) � ` �6� where � =∈ TyVar and � does not have a singleton upper bound in �;
(2) � ` �6�; or
(3) � ` �6� where � =∈ TyVar and � has no upper bound in �.
For all cases where � (or �) has no upper bound in �, we may choose a substitution �

distinguishing that variable from its bound in the judgement. The remaining interesting
cases are:

(1) � ` �6� where � =∈ TyVar and � has an upper bound ��; or
(2) � ` �6� where � and � have upper bounds �� and ��, respectively.
We only consider case (2), since case (1) is similar. Assume � 6` �6�. Assume � is

the sequence �1; : : : ; �n, where each �i is either �i or �i6�i. Let L be a collection of
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record �eld labels that do not occur in any of the original types; let ] denote disjoint
union. We construct the substitution � as the composition �n �n−1 · · · �1, where:
• If �i= �, then �i(�)=LB⊥(Li; �i−1 · · · �1(�i)).
• Otherwise if �i has no upper bound, de�ne �(�i)= {l : int}, where Li= {l}.
• Otherwise if �i 6= � has the upper bound �i, then set �i(�i)=UB> (Li; �i−1 · · · �1(�i)),
here L=

⊎n
i=1 Li, and where the metafunctions LB⊥(L; �), LB> (L; �), UB⊥ (L; �) and

UB> (L; �) are de�ned as follows:

UB> ({ }; int) = int;

UB> (L1 ] L2; �1 → �2) =LB> (L1; �1)→ UB> (L2; �2) ;

UB> (L1 ] L2; �1 ∗ �2) =UB> (L1; �1) ∗UB> (L2; �2) ;

UB>

((
m⊎
i=1

Li

)
] {l}; {lm : �m}

)
= {lm : UB> (Lm; �m); l : int};

LB> ({ }; int) = int;

LB> (L1 ] L2; �1 → �2) =UB> (L1; �1)→ LB> (L2; �2) ;

LB> (L1 ] L2; �1 ∗ �2) =LB> (L1; �1) ∗ LB> (L2; �2) ;

LB>

((
m⊎
i=1

Li

)
; {lm : �m}

)
= {lm : LB> (Lm; �m)};

UB⊥ ({ }; int) = int;

UB⊥ (L1 ] L2; �1 → �2) =LB⊥(L1; �1)→ UB⊥ (L2; �2) ;

UB⊥ (L1 ] L2; �1 ∗ �2) =UB⊥ (L1; �1) ∗UB⊥ (L2; �2) ;

UB⊥

((
m⊎
i=1

Li

)
] {l}; {lm : �m}

)
= {lm : UB⊥ (Lm; �m); l : int};

LB⊥({ }; int) = int;

LB⊥(L1 ] L2; �1 → �2) =UB⊥ (L1; �1)→ LB⊥(L2; �2);

LB⊥(L1 ] L2; �1 ∗ �2) =LB⊥(L1; �1) ∗ LB⊥(L2; �2);

LB⊥({ }; {lm : �m}) = {};

where L and the partitioning L1; : : : ; Ln of L is chosen to make this function well
de�ned.
We now claim that 6` �(�)6�(�). Since � and � have upper bounds, we may as-

sume that (or give an inductive argument to show that) their instantiations contain
record types (because we disallow singleton types as upper bounds in �). Assume
` �(�)6�(�), and let � be a positive path such that �(�)(�) and �(�)(�) are record
types. Then l ∈ dom(�(�)(�)), where l ∈ L is introduced by UB⊥ (: : : ; : : :) when
computing the instantiation of �, but l =∈ dom(�(�)(�)). The argument for this is that
� 6` �6�, so the only other way to have a record type with �eld l in �(�) is if there
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is a sequence of variables 1; : : : ; k+1 and types �′1; : : : ; �
′
k such that �= 1, k+1 = �

and (i6�′i) ∈ �, i+1 ∈ FV (�′i) for i=1; : : : ; k (where �′i =∈ TyVar for some i). But
then any path in �(�) to a record type containing l must consist of a path in �(�)
pre�xed by a non-empty path �′, contradicting the assertion that both �(�) and �(�)
have a path � to a record type with the l label.
Alternatively assume ` �(�)6�(�), and let � be a negative path such that �(�)(�)

and �(�)(�) are record types. Then �(�)(�)= {} but �(�)(�) must contain at least
one �eld label (perhaps the label l that is inserted by UB> (: : : ; : : :) to ensure there is
at least one such label). If the only record types in �(�)(�) are empty record types
in negative position, then the upper bound of � is a singleton type, contradicting the
assertion that � 6` �6�. An empty record type in negative position cannot be obtained
from the instantiation of a type variable in negative position, constrained by a record
type, because the UB> (: : : ; : : :) function that computes instantiations inserts the l �eld.
The only other possibility is that an empty record type is obtained from instantiating
�, occurring in positive position; but then an argument similar to before demonstrates
that �(�) and �(�) cannot have a common path to an empty record type, because such
a type in the range of �(�) must arise from an instantiation containing �(�) embedded
in the arguments to a type constructor.

Theorem 48 (Decision procedure for semantic entailment). To decide �6∀
sem�

′; given
� = ∀�m6�m:� and �′ = ∀�n6�′n:�′. De�ne

Q= ∀�n6�′n:∃�m;
C = {�m6�m} ∪ {�6�′}:

Then �6∀
sem�

′ if and only if |= QC.

Proof. De�ne � = {�n6�′n}. For the “if” part, if � |= QC for some �, then � ` �16�2
for all (�16�2) ∈ �(C). Let �′′ be an instance of �′, so �′′ = �′(�′) for some �′ such that
�′ |= �. By soundness of the subtype logic, � |= �(�m)6�(�m) and � |= �(�)6�(�′),
so that ` �′�(�m)6�′�(�m) and � |= �′�(�)6�′�(�′). Furthermore �′�(�′) = �(�′). So
�′�(�) is a valid instance of �, and ` �′�(�)6�(�′).
For the “only if” part, assume �6∀

sem�
′. If �′′ is an instance of �′, then �′′ = �(�′)

for some � such that � |= �. So �6∀
sem�

′ is equivalent to � |= �(�)6�(�′) for
some � such that � |= �(�m)6�(�m). By completeness of the subtype logic, this is
equivalent to � ` �(�)6�(�′) for some � such that � ` �(�m)6�(�m). By the de�nition
of derivability in the subtype logic, this is equivalent to |= ∀�n6�′n:∃�m:C.

9. Conclusions

Finite subtype inference occupies a middle ground between Hindley–Milner-type
inference (as in ML) and subtype inference with recursively constrained types. We have
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presented algorithms for �nite subtype inference, including checking for entailment of
inferred types against explicitly declared polymorphic types. This resolves for �nite
types a problem that is still open for recursively constrained types. Some motivation
for this work, particularly for �nite types and explicit polymorphism, is in providing
subtype inference for �rst-class container objects with polymorphic methods.
Flanagan and Felleisen give algorithms for checking entailment of recursive set con-

straints arising from data-ow analysis [8]. Although super�cially similar to constraint
systems for object-oriented languages, there are, in fact, subtle but signi�cant di�er-
ences in the underlying languages, and it is not clear if their techniques can be adapted
to solve the problem of entailment for recursive types.
Bourdoncle and Merz [4] provide a type-checking algorithm for an ML dialect where

subtyping is declared between class types. Their work is more related to earlier work
on �nite atomic subtyping than the current work, and they do not have a structural
notion of subtyping.
Sequeira [26] investigates type inference for a language with bounded polymorphic

types, extending some of the approach of Odersky and L�aufer [19] to a language with
subtyping. As with the current work, he considers a type system without ⊥ and >,
and to this purpose applies the theory of Helly posets to investigate the problems of
entailment and solvability. Although he gives an algorithm for deciding entailment, this
algorithm is for a type system without record types. Kaes [13] and Smith [27] provide
algorithms for checking solvability of subtyping and overloading constraints with �nite
types, while Smith considers the problem of entailment in his system. However, again
these approaches are only concerned with structural subtyping, nor do they consider
scoping of type variables.
The other relevant work is that of Pierce and Turner [22] on local type inference.

They work with an impredicative-type system, and allow type annotations to be omitted
where it is possible to infer the type from an “upper bound” type constraint. The work
presented here may be seen as a more exible approach, where type annotations are
only required for polymorphic function de�nitions. Pierce and Turner require that it
be possible (using meets and joins) to compute the speci�c type of every expression.
Where a type variable occurs in invariant position (for example, in the element type
of a mutable reference cell), their algorithm may fail to determine a type. Pottier
reports that type variables in invariant position are reasonably common in practical
subtype inference. Although we have not elaborated upon it here, impredicativity can
be incorporated using objects with polymorphic methods [5].
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